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Abstract
Quantum Field Theories (QFTs) are the most successful theories for describing nature
at its most fundamental level. Despite the fact that QFTs are capable of predicting a wide
range of phenomena, obtaining solutions to QFTs in parameter regimes where perturbation theory cannot be applied remains a challenge. We propose an experimental scheme
to perform quantum simulations of two-dimensional Abelian lattice gauge theories using
contemporary quantum devices, paving the way to reach beyond the capabilities of classical simulations. We consider quantum electrodynamics and examine the basic building
block of the two-dimensional lattice to study non-trivial magnetic field effects, which are
absent in one-dimensional systems. By imposing periodic boundary conditions, we extend
the scope of our work to include an infinite 2D structure. Our protocol uses a variational
quantum-classical approach to relax the hardware requirements for capturing the intricate
many-body interactions that naturally arise in the formulation of gauge-invariant effective
field theories. Although we remain platform-independent, we also provide a detailed example of implementation on state-of-the-art trapped ion quantum devices, which can be
generalized to other platforms. The techniques for simulating QFTs presented here, combined with advancements in quantum hardware, pose the potential to address longstanding
questions in high energy physics.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Gauge theories describe fundamental particle interactions. While current numerical simulations of gauge theories led to several breakthroughs [1, 2], they are ultimately restricted
in their predictive capabilities due to the current limitations of classical computers to
simulate quantum properties, and in particular due to the infamous sign problem [3, 4].
These crucial limitations call for new methods. Classical tensor network calculations [5, 6]
have demonstrated their potential for models in one spatial dimension, but extensions to
two and three spatial dimensions face hard numerical problems that still remain unsolved.
Quantum simulations provides a powerful toolbox to tackle these challenges and exciting
proof-of-concept demonstrations in simulating one-dimensional (1D) physics in gauge theories [7–16] have been achieved. Extending quantum simulations of fundamental particle
interactions to higher spatial dimensions, will be crucial to simulate nature and represent
an enormous scientific opportunity to address open questions which lie beyond the capabilities of classical computations.
In this thesis we provide concrete protocols for quantum simulations of 2D effects in lattice
gauge theories that can be performed with present-day technology. Our proposal overcomes
the main challenges that are currently preventing us from accessing the rich phenomenology
in gauge theories for particle physics beyond 1D and allows for proof-of-concept demonstrations of minimal instances in the lab. We consider quantum electrodynamics (QED),
the gauge theory describing charged particles interacting through electromagnetic fields.
Our approach allows for the simulation of the full theory, including dynamical matter and
its interplay with gauge fields (see Ref. [17], for 2D proposals of pure gauge theories in 2D
and Refs. [18, 19] for 2D proposals including dynamical matter that can be realized on
future generations of quantum computers). In contrast to 1D QED which has no magnetic
1

field term, higher dimensions allow us to access magnetic field effects, while at the same
time, the Fermi statistics of the matter fields become important. Unlocking those effects
imposes various practical challenges, rendering quantum simulations beyond 1D inherently
demanding. In particular, 1D QED allows for simplifications such as the elimination of
the gauge field, resulting in a Hamiltonian description in terms of two-body terms only
[8, 9, 20, 21]. This is in sharp contrast to higher spatial dimensions, where gauge fields
cannot be eliminated and, as such, unavoidable many-body terms challenge possible implementations aimed at currently available quantum hardware. These difficulties for treating
matter and gauge fields beyond 1D require novel approaches to render near-term demonstrations possible.
Here, we provide effective simulation techniques for simulating 2D lattice-QED systems
with open and periodic boundary conditions. Our proposal entails two separate steps. In
the first step, we formulate an effective Hamiltonian description using the techniques presented in Ref. [22] for simulating U(1) lattice gauge theories. We reduce the total Hilbert
space to a small gauge-invariant subspace by eliminating redundant degrees of freedom.
The original 2D-geometry of the theory is lost and we obtain an effective spin model. The
second step consists of the implementation on quantum hardware. Our effective models
from step 1 can in principle be simulated on a universal quantum computer. However,
implementations in the current era of Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) technology [23] are challenging. In particular, resorting to analogue simulation approaches [12]
is currently infeasible since engineering a simulator capable of performing the long-range
many-body interactions required by our models has yet to be achieved. The appearance
of many-body terms is inherent to 2D gauge theories, but hard to realize experimentally
as current hardware is mostly based on short-range two-body interactions. The complexity of the interactions in our models arises from including both dynamical matter fields
and a truncation of gauge fields beyond the minimal two-level description. Avoiding the
often-used minimal two-level description of gauge fields dramatically increases the range
of physical effects that can be captured by the model1 and is needed to correctly approach
the continuum limit [22].
In this thesis, we solve the problem of simulating these models with the limited resources
provided by NISQ devices, by developing a hybrid quantum-classical Variational Quantum Eigensolver (VQE) algorithm [24] for current qubit-based quantum computers. We
apply our so far general approach to the concrete case of trapped ion quantum computers,
1

Approximating the gauge degrees of freedom as two-level systems leads for example to trivial electric
field energy terms [see Sec. 2.1 and Eq. (2.2a)].
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and provide a detailed experimental proposal for a minimal example that lies within the
reach of quantum technologies available today [13, 25–27]. The protocols put forward in
this work allow for exploring 2D effects in gauge theories for particle physics on quantum
computers and bring this first experimental demonstration into reach.
We emphasize that using the new method put forward in Ref. [22] in our models provides
us with the decisive tool to study 2D lattice gauge theories on lattices with arbitrary values
of the lattice spacing a. In particular, our approach [22] reaches a well-controlled continuum limit a → 0 while avoiding the problem of autocorrelations inherent to Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. This offers the exciting long-term perspective to compute
physical (i.e. continuum) quantities, such as bound state spectra, non-perturbative matrix
elements, and form factors that can be related to collider and low energy experiments in
the future. Studying these physical observables requires large lattices whose simulation is
inaccessible to present-day quantum devices. However, various local quantities describe
fundamental properties of a theory, and can be simulated on small lattices that are accessible today. An important simple example is the plaquette expectation value, as used in
the pioneering work of Creutz [28] in the very beginning of MCMC simulations of lattice
gauge theories. Despite its simplicity, the plaquette expectation value can be related to
the renormalized running coupling that we consider below. Furthermore, the simulation
methods presented here can be extended to models that include topological terms or finite
fermionic chemical potentials and are therefore currently very hard or even inaccessible to
MCMC due to the sign problem.
We treat the case of open boundary conditions within a ladder system (see Sec. 2.1).
Although this system does not encompass the physics of the full 2D plane, it allows us
to explore magnetic field properties on currently available quantum hardware. For that
reason, we provide a simulation protocol for the basic building block of 2D lattice gauge
theories, a single plaquette including matter, that demonstrates dynamically generated
gauge fields. This is shown by observing the effect of particle-antiparticle pair creations on
the magnetic field energy. In particular, we consider both positive and negative fermion
masses. In the latter case, MCMC methods cannot be applied due to the zero mode problem [3, 4].
Additionally, we consider a single plaquette with periodic boundary conditions [see Fig. 2.2]
to demonstrate that our approach provides an important first step towards calculating the
so called “running coupling” in gauge theories [1, 2]. The running of the coupling, i.e.
the dependence of the charge on the energy scale on which it is probed, is fundamental to
gauge theories and is absent in 1D QED. The precise determination of the running cou3

pling, e.g. in quantum chromodynamics, is crucial to analyzing world-wide particle collider
experiments. Here, we propose a first proof-of-concept quantum simulation of the running
coupling for pure gauge QED.
In summary, we build on Ref. [22], which provides a method for casting gauge theories
into effective spin models that are equipped with an efficient truncation scheme for the
gauge fields. In this paper, we solve the problem of implementing these models on presentday quantum hardware. The paper is structured as follows. In Chap. 2, we introduce lattice
QED and present the effective Hamiltonian description on which our proposal is based. We
describe physical 2D phenomena that can be studied on small systems using our approach
in Chap. 3. In the following Chap. 4, we show how to efficiently simulate these phenomena
using hybrid quantum-classical simulations on qubit-based universal quantum computers.
In Chap. 5, we focus on ion-based quantum computers. We explain why trapped ions are
an excellent match for our approach in the NISQ era, and present a detailed experimental
proposal, along with a classical simulation of the proposed experiments demonstrating that
an implementation with present-day quantum computers is feasible. Finally, conclusions
and outlooks are presented in Chap. 6.

4

Chapter 2
Simulated models
In this section, we introduce the models to be simulated in our proposal. In Sec. 2.1, we
review the Hamiltonian formulation of lattice QED in 2 + 1 dimensions along with the
truncation applied to gauge degrees of freedom. The specific systems considered in the
rest of this thesis are then described in Sec. 2.2 (open boundary conditions) and Sec. 2.3
(periodic boundary conditions).

2.1

Lattice QED in 2+1 dimensions

Although gauge theories are a fundamental component of the standard model, obtaining
full analytical solutions is inherently challenging due to the number of Feynman diagrams
which are required to obtain non-perturbative solutions. In fact, the best classical algorithm for determining the perturbative corrections to the dynamics at increasing energy
scales exponentially. A successful tool for numerically investigating gauge theories is lattice
gauge theory [1, 2], which involves the discretization of the Lagrangian or the Hamiltonian
while preserving gauge symmetry. In the case of the former, one can perform MCMC-based
methods, which have been very successful in investigating equilibrium properties. However, as mentioned in Chap. 1, MCMC methods are limited in certain parameter regimes
by the sign problem [3, 4], which arises from the appearance of highly oscillatory terms
(given rise to by the phases introduced by matter fields) in the integrals to be evaluated,
therefore preventing efficient sampling from the distribution. Here, we aim to implement
quantum simulation techniques, which circumvent these challenges, and are based on the
Hamiltonian formulation of lattice gauge theory. Thus, we follow the approach pioneered
by Kogut and Susskind in Ref. [29] to arrive at a Hamiltonian description of lattice QED
5

in 2D.
The Hamiltonian of Abelian and non-Abelian gauge theories in two (or more) dimensions is constructed in terms of electric and magnetic fields, and their coupling to charges.
In continuous Abelian U(1) gauge theories like QED (and similarily for non-Abelian gauge
theories like QCD), electric and magnetic fields are defined through the vector potential
Aµ , with Eµ = ∂t Aµ and B = ∂x Ay −∂y Ax (in the unitary gauge). Here, t, x, y are the time
and space coordinates in two dimensions, and µ = x, y. Gauge invariance, i.e. invariance
of the Hamiltonian under local phase (symmetry) transformations of the charges, follows
directly from the invariance of Eµ and B under Aµ → Aµ + ∂µ θ(x, y), where θ(x, y) is an
arbitrary scalar function.
For lattice gauge theories in two dimensions, a square lattice is considered with charges
defined on the vertices and gauge fields defined on the links. The electric interactions
between charges at vertices i and j are described by the electric field operator Êij , which
is Hermitian and possesses a discrete spectrum. Electric field operators take integer eigenvalues eij = 0, ± 1, ± 2, . . . with Êij |eij i = eij |eij i. The eigenstates |eij i form a basis for
the gauge degrees of freedom.
For each link, one further defines a Wilson operator Ûij , as the lowering operator for
the electric field [Êij , Ûkl ] = −δi,k δj,l Ûij . The Wilson operator measures the phase proportional to the bare coupling g acquired by a unit charge moved along the link (i, j) of length
a, i.e. Ûij ∼ exp[iag Âµ (i)]. The magnetic interactions are given by (oriented) products of
Wilson operators on the links around the plaquettes of the lattice.
Following the description given by Kogut and Susskind in Ref. [29], electrons and positrons
are represented by single component fermionic field operators at each vertex. We use staggered fermions, meaning that odd (even)-numbered lattice sites i hold particles (antiparticles), as shown in Fig. 2.1(b). In other words, the fermionic raising operator ψ̂i† creates
(destroys) a particle (antiparticle) at odd (even) vertices, while the lowering operator ψ̂i
annihilates (creates) a particle (antiparticle) at odd (even) vertices [see Fig. 2.1(c)]. We
refer to the vacuum as v, the particle as e, and the antiparticle as p. Using the convention
of Fig. 2.1(b), we define the charge operator as
h
q̂i = Q

ψ̂i† ψ̂i
kψ̂i† ψ̂i kmax

6

−

i
1
1 + (−1)i ,
2

(2.1)

with eigenvalues {+Q, 0} for odd lattice sites (presence or absence of particles) and {−Q, 0}
for even sites (presence or absence of antiparticles). We set Q = 1 in the remainder of this
article [see Fig. 2.1(c)]. The factor kψ̂i† ψ̂i kmax ≡ maxψi hψi |ψ̂i† ψ̂i |ψi i ensures proper normalization after a rescaling of the fermionic operators ψ̂i (discussed later in this section).
Using this Kogut-Susskind formulation [29], we construct the Hamiltonian out of an electric, a magnetic, a mass, and a kinetic term; Ĥ = ĤE + ĤB + Ĥm + Ĥkin , where
ĤE =

g2 X 2
Ê ,
2 i∈sites, ij

(2.2a)

+

i−→j
N


1 X
†
P̂
+
P̂
n
n ,
2g 2 a2 n=1
m
e X
Ĥm =
(−1)i+1 φ̂†i φ̂i ,
α i∈sites
i
X
1 h X †
φ̂i Ûij† φ̂†j + H.c..
φ̂i Ûij φ̂j +
Ĥkin =
2aα i odd,
i even,
ĤB = −

(2.2b)
(2.2c)
(2.2d)

+

+

i−→j

i−→j
+

In the summations, we use i −→ j to denote the link between lattice sites i and j with
positive orientation [see Fig. 2.1(a) and (b)], and n refers to plaquette n. We denote
√ the
bare coupling by g, m
e is the bare fermion mass, and a the lattice spacing. φ̂ = ψ̂ α is
the rescaled field operator, with α being a dimensionless factor. We use here natural units
h̄ = c = 1 and all operators in Eqs. (2.2) are dimensionless.
†
Ûil Ûlk , where sites
In the Hamiltonian above, we introduced the operator P̂n = Ûij† Ûjk
(i, j, k, l) form a closed loop clockwise around the plaquette n as in Fig. 2.1(b) [30]. This
allows us to define the plaquette operator
N

1 X
2=
P̂n + P̂n† ,
2N n=1

(2.3)

where N is the number of plaquettes.
At each vertex i, gauge invariance is imposed with the symmetry generators [18, 29]
Ĝi = Êli − Êij + Êki − Êim − q̂i [see Fig. 2.1(d) for the definition of j, k, l, m]. Relevant, i.e. gauge-invariant quantum states are defined by Gauss’ law Ĝi |Ψphys i = i |Ψphys i
7
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5

4

//

<latexit sha1_base64="Wg8Jl4yh0dMK1NMRcc0nTZprcXY=">AAAB6HicdVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgaZndJGhuAS8eEzAxkCxhdtKbjJl9MDMrhCVf4MWDIl79JG/+jZNNBBUtaCiquunu8hPBlSbkwyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjropTyaDDYhHLnk8VCB5BR3MtoJdIoKEv4NafXi3823uQisfRjZ4l4IV0HPGAM6qN1K4PyxVikxpx3QbOSb3qLAkhDezYJEcFrdAalt8Ho5ilIUSaCapU3yGJ9jIqNWcC5qVBqiChbErH0Dc0oiEoL8sPneMzo4xwEEtTkca5+n0io6FSs9A3nSHVE/XbW4h/ef1UB5dexqMk1RCx5aIgFVjHePE1HnEJTIuZIZRJbm7FbEIlZdpkUzIhfH2K/ydd13aqttuuVZq1VRxFdIJO0Tly0AVqomvUQh3EEKAH9ISerTvr0XqxXpetBWs1c4x+wHr7BLv8jNo=</latexit>

=
<latexit sha1_base64="F2y1d339jkzNNcjrqFM36xm+/Ks=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEK1xjXGLevTSGARPw0yWSTwIAS8eEzALJEPo6fQkbXoWunuEMOQLvHhQxKuf5M2/sSeJoKIPCh7vVVFVz4s5k8qyPoy19Y3Nre3cTn53b//gsHB03JFRIghtk4hHoudhSTkLaVsxxWkvFhQHHqddb3qd+d17KiSLwls1i6kb4HHIfEaw0lLralgoWmalVnKcOtKkXiqXnYw41eqlg2zTWqAIKzSHhffBKCJJQENFOJayb1uxclMsFCOczvODRNIYkyke076mIQ6odNPFoXN0rpUR8iOhK1RooX6fSHEg5SzwdGeA1UT+9jLxL6+fKL/upiyME0VDslzkJxypCGVfoxETlCg+0wQTwfStiEywwETpbPI6hK9P0f+kUzLtsllqVYqNyiqOHJzCGVyADTVowA00oQ0EKDzAEzwbd8aj8WK8LlvXjNXMCfyA8fYJEduNFQ==</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="KWOWrdKg9jhmtIbsfMx7VGFST/s=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxmWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asK6n3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8ibp3FQ9t+q1biuNeh5HES7gEq7Bgxo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/XF4zq</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ko3g/Z3vBOM6car8a5TGI/jF4Uw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbgol9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+4XfmaLSPJaPZpagH9GR5CFn1FipOR2UK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAuelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tD52TK6sMSRgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNWO97i3E/7xeasKan3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkyFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8iZp31Q9t+o1byv1Wh5HES7gEq7BgzuowwM0oAUMEJ7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8A4C+M8A==</latexit>
<latexit

e
<latexit sha1_base64="DDTbvz/dnO/wUM7j3ZAJi82O1IM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSC4flilt1lyCbxMtJBXI0h+WvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwHlpkGpMKJvSMfYtlTRC7WfLQ+fkyiojEsbKljRkqf6eyGik9SwKbGdEzUSvewvxP6+fmrDuZ1wmqUHJVovCVBATk8XXZMQVMiNmllCmuL2VsAlVlBmbTcmG4K2/vEk6N1XPrXqt20qjnsdRhAu4hGvwoAYNuIcmtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w/Ga4zf</latexit>
<latexit

v

<latexit sha1_base64="Ko3g/Z3vBOM6car8a5TGI/jF4Uw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbgol9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+4XfmaLSPJaPZpagH9GR5CFn1FipOR2UK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAuelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tD52TK6sMSRgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNWO97i3E/7xeasKan3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkyFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8iZp31Q9t+o1byv1Wh5HES7gEq7BgzuowwM0oAUMEJ7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8A4C+M8A==</latexit>
<latexit

v

Odd lattice sites:
⇠
,
=
= v ⇠
<latexit sha1_base64="MNAOgfETjoRPzbpNtyidCvkYJ7E=">AAACBHicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeNr1TLNYBCswq4IBquAjZ0RzAOSJczO3iRDZh/M3BXDksLGX7GxUMTWj7Dzb5wkW2jigQuHc+6duff4iRQaHefbWlldW9/YLGwVt3d29/btg8OmjlPFocFjGau2zzRIEUEDBUpoJwpY6Eto+aOrqd+6B6VFHN3hOAEvZINI9AVnaKSeXeoiPKAKs5sgoJIhCg5UCwR9OenZZafizECXiZuTMslR79lf3SDmaQgRcsm07rhOgl7GlHlVwqTYTTUkjI/YADqGRiwE7WWzIyb0xCgB7cfKVIR0pv6eyFio9Tj0TWfIcKgXvan4n9dJsV/1MhElKULE5x/1U0kxptNEaCAUcJRjQxhXwuxK+ZApxtHkVjQhuIsnL5PmWcV1Ku7teblWzeMokBI5JqfEJRekRq5JnTQIJ4/kmbySN+vJerHerY9564qVzxyRP7A+fwACOphG</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ko3g/Z3vBOM6car8a5TGI/jF4Uw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbgol9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+4XfmaLSPJaPZpagH9GR5CFn1FipOR2UK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAuelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tD52TK6sMSRgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNWO97i3E/7xeasKan3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkyFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8iZp31Q9t+o1byv1Wh5HES7gEq7BgzuowwM0oAUMEJ7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8A4C+M8A==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

e ⇠
=
Even lattice
⇠
=
= p ⇠
⇠
= v ⇠
=
⇠
=

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="DDTbvz/dnO/wUM7j3ZAJi82O1IM=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSC4flilt1lyCbxMtJBXI0h+WvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwHlpkGpMKJvSMfYtlTRC7WfLQ+fkyiojEsbKljRkqf6eyGik9SwKbGdEzUSvewvxP6+fmrDuZ1wmqUHJVovCVBATk8XXZMQVMiNmllCmuL2VsAlVlBmbTcmG4K2/vEk6N1XPrXqt20qjnsdRhAu4hGvwoAYNuIcmtIEBwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8AfO5w/Ga4zf</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="DD1L9o75JFqO9mLylW3pzGPEWgo=">AAACBXicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx71MBgET2FXBIOngAgeI5gHJCHMTjrJkNnZZaY3GJZcvPgrXjwo4tV/8ObfOHkcNLGgoajqnumuIJbCoOd9O5mV1bX1jexmbmt7Z3fP3T+omijRHCo8kpGuB8yAFAoqKFBCPdbAwkBCLRhcT/zaELQRkbrHUQytkPWU6ArO0Ept97iJ8IA6TG+GoKhkiIIDNQLBXI3bbt4reFPQZeLPSZ7MUW67X81OxJMQFHLJjGn4XoytlGn7qoRxrpkYiBkfsB40LFUsBNNKp1eM6alVOrQbaVsK6VT9PZGy0JhRGNjOkGHfLHoT8T+vkWC32EqFihMExWcfdRNJMaKTSGhHaOAoR5YwroXdlfI+04yjDS5nQ/AXT14m1fOC7xX8u4t8qTiPI0uOyAk5Iz65JCVyS8qkQjh5JM/klbw5T86L8+58zFozznzmkPyB8/kD59aYxw==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KWOWrdKg9jhmtIbsfMx7VGFST/s=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxmWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asK6n3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8ibp3FQ9t+q1biuNeh5HES7gEq7Bgxo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/XF4zq</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="AV6aJfdMwCmM/fiUHhB8rt/ERIo=">AAAB7HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd0o6DHoxWMENwkkS5idzCZD5rHMzAphyTd48aCIVz/Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHfFKWfG+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bRmWa0JAornQnxoZyJmlomeW0k2qKRcxpOx7fzfz2E9WGKfloJymNBB5KljCCrZPCHlFy2K9U/Zo/B1olQUGqUKDZr3z1BopkgkpLODamG/ipjXKsLSOcTsu9zNAUkzEe0q6jEgtqonx+7BSdO2WAEqVdSYvm6u+JHAtjJiJ2nQLbkVn2ZuJ/XjezyU2UM5lmlkqyWJRkHFmFZp+jAdOUWD5xBBPN3K2IjLDGxLp8yi6EYPnlVdKq14LLWv3hqtq4LeIowSmcwQUEcA0NuIcmhECAwTO8wpsnvRfv3ftYtK55xcwJ/IH3+QPV4Y6z</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Ko3g/Z3vBOM6car8a5TGI/jF4Uw=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEsMeCF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsbgol9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZW8epYthisYhVN6AaBZfYMtwI7CYKaRQI7AST+4XfmaLSPJaPZpagH9GR5CFn1FipOR2UK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRGJS/+sOYpRFKwwTVuue5ifEzqgxnAuelfqoxoWxCR9izVNIItZ8tD52TK6sMSRgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNWO97i3E/7xeasKan3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkyFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8iZp31Q9t+o1byv1Wh5HES7gEq7BgzuowwM0oAUMEJ7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+Vq0FJ585hz9wPn8A4C+M8A==</latexit>
<latexit

,

p

<latexit sha1_base64="KWOWrdKg9jhmtIbsfMx7VGFST/s=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq777RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZR8epYthmsYhVL6AaBZfYNtwI7CUKaRQI7AbTu4XffUKleSwfzCxBP6JjyUPOqLFSKxmWK27VXYJsEi8nFcjRHJa/BqOYpRFKwwTVuu+5ifEzqgxnAuelQaoxoWxKx9i3VNIItZ8tD52TK6uMSBgrW9KQpfp7IqOR1rMosJ0RNRO97i3E/7x+asK6n3GZpAYlWy0KU0FMTBZfkxFXyIyYWUKZ4vZWwiZUUWZsNiUbgrf+8ibp3FQ9t+q1biuNeh5HES7gEq7Bgxo04B6a0AYGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfq9aCk8+cwx84nz/XF4zq</latexit>
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Figure 2.1: Conventions for lattice QED in 2D. (a) Ladder system with open boundary conditions. Using
Gauss’ law, the number of gauge degrees of freedom can be reduced to one per plaquette (blue ellipses). (b) A
single plaquette with matter sites at the vertices and gauge fields on the links. Circles (squares) represent
odd (even) sites, and black (grey) corresponds to unoccupied (occupied) fermionic fields. Positive field
direction is to the right and up. (c) Table showing the mapping between fermionic sites, particles (e),
antiparticles (p), and vacuums (v), and spins. (d) Conventions for Gauss’ law. (e) The two gauge-field
configurations that minimize the electric field energy for a single plaquette with two particle-antiparticle
pairs. As explained in the main text, these configurations are relevant for the 2D effects discussed in
Sec. 3.1 (see App. C for more details).

for each vertex of the lattice, where the eigenvalue i corresponds to the background charge
(static charges which can be arbitrarily added at each vertex) at site i. We consider the
case i = 0 ∀i, but background charges can be easily included in the derivations below.
In the continuum limit a → 0 and three spatial dimensions, Gauss’ law takes the familiar
form ∇Ê = ρ̂, where ρ̂ is the charge density.
Gauge field operators are defined on infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. To simulate them
using finite-dimensional quantum systems, a truncation scheme is required. To implement
a truncation taking 2l + 1 basis states into account, we substitute the electric field operator
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Ê and the lowering operator Û with
Ê 7−→ Ŝ z ,

(2.4a)

Û 7−→ V̂ − ,

(2.4b)

p
where Ŝ z is the z-component of a spin of length |l| = l(l + 1). It is possible to define
the operators V̂ − and V̂ + in several different ways, and we consider two main definitions.
While both definitions are valid, each is advantageous in different applications. The first
employs the spin lowering Ŝ − = Ŝ x − iŜ y and raising Ŝ + = Ŝ x + iŜ y operators, such that
V̂ − ≡ Ŝ − /|l| and V̂ + ≡ Ŝ + /|l|. The second prescribes


0 ... ... 0
1 . . . . . . 0


−
V̂ ≡  . .
(2.5)

..
0
. . 0
0 . . . 1 0 (2l+1)×(2l+1)
and V̂ + = (V̂ − )† . Both definitions for V̂ − and V̂ + ensure that the commutation relations
between Ê and Û are recovered for |l| → ∞. The specific choice of the truncation scheme
depends on the quantum hardware that is employed. As an example, for quantum systems that allow for the implementation of interacting spin chains with large spins, such
as l = 1 [31], the definition based on the spin lowering Ŝ − and raising Ŝ + is ideal. On
the other hand, for qubit-based quantum hardware, it is convenient to employ Eq. (2.5).
The encoding from spins to qubit is then simplified (see Sec. 4.1), and faster convergence
to the full model is achieved. Switching from one definition to the other is trivial, with
minor or no modifications in the Hamiltonians and the procedure. With the intention of
implementing our model on an ion trap quantum computer as described in Chap. 5, we
define the operators V̂ − and V̂ + according to Eq. (2.5) in the remainder of this thesis.
In the above, we established the conventions of Fig. 2.1 and arrived at the Hamiltonian
for QED in 2D (Eqs. (2.2)). We identified a mapping to truncate the infinite dimensional
gauge fields and represent them as an integer spin system. In the following section, we
apply Gauss’ law to achieve an effective Hamiltonian for a minimal instance of QED in
2D.
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2.2

Effective Hamiltonian for open boundary conditions

In this section, we limit ourselves to considering a so-called ladder system (an array of
plaquettes arranged in a horizontal line) with open boundary conditions [see Fig. 2.1(a)]
rather than considering the entire 2D plane. Although this system does not encapsulate
the full 2D physics of QED, it allows us to study important aspects of gauge theories that
are not present in one spatial dimension, such as magnetic phenomena. In the following, we
motivate and explain our approach to reduce the number of degrees of freedom by directly
encoding Gauss’ law into the Hamiltonian of the system. We then provide the effective
Hamiltonian for the minimal instance of a single plaquette with a truncation of l = 1.
Universal quantum computers offer the possibility to perform gates between arbitrary
pairs of qubits, i.e. the ability to implement long-range interactions. While most NISQ
devices are capable of this, memory qubits are often scarce. This motivates our approach
to minimize the number of degrees of freedom to be simulated (and hence the number of
qubits needed) at the expense of introducing long-range interactions in our effective spin
model.
More specifically, within the Hamiltonian formulations of a gauge theory, only a subsector
of the whole Hilbert space consists of gauge-invariant states. In QED, this subspace is selected by applying Gauss’ law with a specific choice of the static charges (see Sec. 2.1). As
a result, it is possible to eliminate some of the gauge fields and obtain an effective Hamiltonian which is constrained to the specifically chosen subspace and operates on fewer qubits.
This resource-efficient encoding results in long-range many-body interactions (as explained
below). In Chaps. 4 and 5, we show how to efficiently implement these interactions using a VQE algorithm: a hybrid quantum-classical algorithm [24] which allows one to gain
a quantum advantage using available experimental devices (explained in detail in Chap. 4).
The open boundary conditions for a ladder of N plaquettes appear as dashed lines in
Fig. 2.1(a), indicating null background field. While there are 3N + 1 gauge fields in the
ladder, applying Gauss’ law to all vertices reduces the independent gauge degrees of freedom to N . Given the freedom in choosing the independent gauge fields, we select the
(2n, 2n + 1) links for each plaquette n, as shown by the blue ellipses in Fig. 2.1(a). On each
link that does not hold an independent gauge field, the corresponding unitary operator
Û is set to the identity. As a result, the plaquette operator becomes P̂n = Û2n,2n+1 and
both the kinetic and magnetic terms are consequently simplified. To simulate this system
10

on qubit-based quantum hardware, we use the Jordan-Wigner transformation [32] to map
fermions to spin-1/2 degrees of freedom, as shown in Fig. 2.1(c). The resulting effective
Hamiltonian for the ladder is shown in App. A.
We now focus on the basic building block of the 2D ladder system, the plaquette [see
Fig. 2.1(b)]. Setting N = 1 in Eqs. (A.1), the effective Hamiltonian for a single open
boundary plaquette becomes
2 
2 
2 i
g 2 h z 2  z
z
z
Ŝ23 + Ŝ23 + q̂2 + Ŝ23
− q̂3 + Ŝ23
+ q̂1 + q̂2
,
2

1 
ĤB = − 2 V̂23− + V̂23+ ,
2g

m z
Ĥm =
σ̂1 − σ̂2z + σ̂3z − σ̂4z ,
2 

Ĥkin = − iΩ σ̂1+ σ̂2− + σ̂1+ σ̂4− − σ̂2− V̂23+ σ̂3+ + σ̂4− σ̂3+ + H.c.,
ĤE =

(2.6a)
(2.6b)
(2.6c)
(2.6d)

where σ̂i± = 21 (σ̂ix ± iσ̂iy ), and σ̂ix , σ̂iy , σ̂iz are the Pauli operators acting on the ith qubit,
and we have used the mappings in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). We defined the rescaled fermion
mass m = m/α,
e
the strength of the kinetic term Ω = (2aα)−1 , and set the lattice spacing a = 1. Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation, the charge operator q̂i becomes
q̂i = 12 σ̂iz − (−1)i . The notation for describing the state of the plaquette is a tensor
product of two kets, with the first ket representing the matter sites 1 − 4 (v, e, and p
are the vacuum, particle, and antiparticle, respectively) and the second ket the state of
the gauge field on the (2, 3) link [see Fig. 2.1(e)]. For example, the bare vacuum state is
denoted as |vvvvi|0i.
In 1D QED, all gauge fields can be eliminated for systems with open boundary conditions. As a result, only two-body terms remain in the Hamiltonian [8, 9, 20, 21]. For the
plaquette, many-body terms are unavoidable since gauge degrees of freedom remain. These
additional terms increase the complexity in simulating the Hamiltonian significantly. However, the rich phenomenology (see Chap. 3) that becomes accessible motivate overcoming
these challenges.
In the above, we have obtained a spin effective Hamiltonian for a single plaquette with
open boundary conditions. Now, we do the same for a pure-gauge (i.e. no fermionic matter) plaquette with periodic boundary conditions, which allows us to study additional 2D
phenomena.
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Figure 2.2: Single periodic boundary plaquette for a pure gauge theory. (a) Representation in terms of
the eight gauge fields (blue arrows), that are associated with the links of the lattice. (b) Representation in
terms of independent gauge-invariant (i.e. physical) operators called “rotators”. As explained in Ref. [22],
the plaquette can be seen as an infinite lattice of plaquettes. Moreover, to explore ground state properties,
only three independent rotators Ŝ1z , Ŝ2z , and Ŝ3z (shown in solid blue) are sufficient for describing the
system.

2.3

Effective Hamiltonian for periodic boundary conditions

In this section, we consider a square lattice with periodic boundary conditions. As explained in Sec. 2.2, we can use Gauss’ law to eliminate a subset of gauge fields, resulting
in an effective unconstrained Hamiltonian. In Ref. [22], we derive this effective Hamiltonian for lattice QED with periodic boundary conditions in full 2D, including dynamical
fermionic matter. Here, we review Ref. [22] by summarizing the basic formulas and physical assumptions for the convenience of the reader.
The basic building block, a periodic boundary plaquette, includes eight gauge fields as
shown in Fig. 2.2(a), and is equivalent to an infinite 2D lattice of four plaquettes [see
Fig. 2.2(b)]. In the following, we consider the case of a single periodic boundary plaquette in the absence of matter, aiming at a proof-of-concept demonstration of a quantum
simulation of the running coupling, i.e. the renormalization of the coupling constant for
changing energy scales/lattice spacings (see Sec. 3.2). To this end, we consider the puregauge Hamiltonian Ĥgauge = ĤE + ĤB , given by Eqs. (2.2a) and (2.2b).
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Since we are interested in studying ground state properties to demonstrate proof-of-concept
2D phenomena, it is sufficient to consider three independent gauge degrees of freedom [22],
corresponding to the “rotators” Ŝiz , i ∈ {1, 2, 3} shown in Fig. 2.2(b). While the system is
fully characterized by five degrees of freedom, two in fact commute with the Hamiltonian
and are thus constants of motion, and for studying ground state properties can be set to
0. Rotators are the natural choice for the gauge fields, as they represent the circulating
electric field in a specific plaquette. As such, the operators P̂n (P̂n† ) in Eq. (2.3) are directly
their annihilation (creation) operators.
For large values of the bare coupling g, the electric field term ĤE in Ĥgauge is dominant
and accordingly, the Hamiltonian representation with diagonal electric term described in
Sec. 2.1 is efficient. For small g, however, the magnetic term ĤB is dominant, and the
eigenstates of Ĥgauge are superpositions of all electric field basis states. As such, any truncation scheme necessarily leads to large errors. To mitigate the truncation error, we apply
the novel technique introduced in Ref. [22], which is briefly outlined below, and resort
to two different formulations of the Hamiltonian. The electric formulation described in
Sec. 2.2 is applied in the region g −2 < 1, while for g −2 > 1, a so-called magnetic basis is
used, for which ĤB is diagonal. The process for obtaining the magnetic basis is somewhat
more involved. Since the vector potential Aµ is a continuous degree of freedom (even on
the lattice), it must be discretized and truncated. This is necessary to allow for an efficient
description of the simulated ground state over sufficiently large values of the coupling g
using only a limited number of basis states. We achieve this by using the cyclic group
Z2L+1 (L ∈ N) to approximate the continuous group U(1). The magnetic representation is
obtained by first taking an approximation in the form of a series expansion that is exact
for L → ∞. We then apply the Fourier transform, and subsequently truncate the group
Z2L+1 by only considering l < L states in order to achieve equivalence to a truncated U(1)
theory. As such, the basis becomes | − li, ..., |0i, ..., |li. Here, L is the resolution of the
discretization of the vector potential, and l represents the portion of the vector potential
captured by the truncation. The relationship between L and l affects the ability of a truncation scheme to capture the spread of basis states around the magnetic basis ground state
[22].
(γ)

(γ)

(γ)

We thus arrive at the Hamiltonian Ĥgauge = ĤE + ĤB , where γ = e (γ = b) indicates
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the electric (magnetic) representation, and
i
h
(e)
ĤE = 2g 2 (Ŝ1z )2 + (Ŝ2z )2 + (Ŝ3z )2 − Ŝ2z (Ŝ1z + Ŝ3z ) ,
i
1 h −
(e)
−
−
− − −
ĤB = − 2 V̂1 + V̂2 + V̂3 + V̂1 V̂2 V̂3 + H.c. ,
2g

(b)
ĤE

(2.7a)
(2.7b)

2L n
3
X
X

fs 
c
fν
(V̂j− )ν + ν (V̂2− )ν − (V̂2+ )ν
=g
2
ν=1
j=1
2

×

2L
X


o
fµs (V̂1− )µ + (V̂3− )µ + H.c.,

(2.8a)

µ=1
3

(b)
ĤB

h 2π(Ŝ z + Ŝ z + Ŝ z ) io
h 2π Ŝ z i
1 nX
3
2
1
i
=− 2
+ cos
.
cos
g
2L
+
1
2L
+
1
i=1

(2.8b)

Here, Ŝiz , V̂i− and V̂i+ are the operators defined in Sec. 2.1 associated with the ith rotator,
in accordance with the truncation method explained in Sec. 2.1. Also,

i
ν
(−1)ν+1 h  2L + 1 + ν 
=
ψ0
− ψ0
,
2π
2(2L + 1)
2(2L + 1)

 2L + 1 + ν i
(−1)ν h 
ν
c
fν =
ψ1
− ψ1
,
4π 2
2(2L + 1)
2(2L + 1)

fνs

(2.9)
(2.10)

where ψk (·) is the k-th polygamma function [22]. We note that making use of electric and
magnetic representations in the case of the open boundary plaquette (see Sec. 2.2) can be
done in the same way. However, we use this formulation only for the periodic boundary
plaquette.
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Chapter 3
Quantum simulation of 2D effects
In this section, we use the effective Hamiltonian description and truncation scheme provided
in Chap. 2 to study phenomena in lattice QED with open boundary conditions (Sec. 3.1)
and periodic boundary conditions (Sec. 3.2). While next generation quantum computers
will widen the scope of our approach, we focus here on phenomena that can be studied
with small system sizes and for which quantum simulations can be carried out on current
quantum hardware. Detailed experimental protocols for realizing the quantum simulations
proposed in this section using an ion-based quantum computer will be given in Sec. 5.

3.1

Dynamical matter and magnetic fields

We describe a minimal example that allows for the study of 2D effects in lattice QED with
open boundary conditions. More specifically, we examine the appearance of dynamically
generated magnetic fields due to particle-antiparticle creation processes within a single
plaquette. This effect manifests itself in an abrupt switch of the ground state, resulting
from the competition between the kinetic and magnetic terms in the QED Hamiltonian of
Eqs. (2.6). There are two parameter regimes in which this phenomenon occurs. In one, the
parameter Ω [see Eq. (2.6d)] is dominant if compared to the mass and the bare coupling g,
allowing the kinetic and the magnetic terms to be the leading contributions to the energy.
Alternatively, the transition of the ground state appears when the mass is smaller than
zero (or with positive mass and non-zero background field). This last scenario is hard
to simulate using MCMC methods, in which the use of the inverse of the lattice Dirac
operator in combination with a negative mass induces zero modes [33], leading to unstable
simulations. We note that in 1D QED, considering a negative fermion mass is equivalent
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to a theory with positive mass in the presence of a topological term θ = π (see e.g. [34])1 .
It will be interesting to investigate the relation of the negative fermion mass to a theory
in the presence of a topological term in 2 + 1 dimensions.
The proposed experiment consists of preparing the ground states of Eqs. (2.6) for different values of the coupling g, and subsequently measuring the magnetic field energy,
which is proportional to h2i [see Eq. (2.3)]. In the strong coupling regime g −2  1, the
magnetic field energy vanishes h2i = 0, since the ground state approaches the bare vacuum
|vvvvi|0i. For weak couplings, g −2  1, the magnetic term dominates and the ground state
is a superposition of all electric field basis elements. As such, h2i converges to 1 when
g −2 → ∞. However, the truncation described in Sec. 2.1 bounds h2i to a smaller value
[22].
To explain the underlying physics in the intermediate region between the strong and weak
coupling regimes, we first examine the case in which the kinetic term of the Hamiltonian can be treated as a perturbation (Fig. 3.1). Perturbative calculations are valid for
1  Ω  |4m|, and we show results for Ω = 5 and m = −50. We then proceed to the nonperturbative case (Fig. 3.2) with parameters Ω = 5 and m = 0.1. Our analytical results
within the perturbative regime are determined using our iterative algorithm described in
App. B.
For Ω = 5 and m = −50, the kinetic term can be treated as a perturbation, and we
take the sum of the electric and mass terms in Eqs. (2.6a) and (2.6c) as the bare Hamiltonian. We can thus well describe the strong coupling regime g −2  1, in which a 2D effect
occurs that is characterized by a jump of the expectation value of the plaquette operator.
A plot of h2i as a function of g −2 is shown in Fig. 3.1(a), where the black dashed line
is obtained using exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (2.6) for a truncation
|l| = 1, and the coloured lines correspond to perturbative calculations. We begin by analyzing the system for g −2  1 (marked as region 1 in Fig. 3.1), and examine increasing
values of g −2 as we move through regions 2 and 3.
In region 1, the ground state of the Hamiltonian is the bare vacuum |vvvvi|0i, which
is characterized by null energy and h2i = 0. The dominating electric term prevents the
creation of electric field, despite the mass term incentivizing particle-antiparticle pair cre1

In principle, the fermion mass can be written with a phase factor miθ
e . In 1D QED, the anomaly
equation (see the appendix of Ref. [34]) can be used to eliminate this phase by a rotation, and it appears
as the topological term in the gauge field. This means that by working with a negative fermion mass, the
model is equivalent to a theory with a θ term at θ = π.
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ation (m < 0). The magnetic term is negligible in the strong coupling regime. With
increasing g −2 , the cost of creating electric fields is reduced, until it becomes favourable
to create particle-antiparticle pairs. In particular, for g −2 = −(4m)−1 , the energy relief
2m of creating a pair compensates the cost g 2 /2 of creating an electric field on the link
connecting the pair.
The kinetic term Ĥkin is responsible for the energy anti-crossing between regions 1 and 2 as
it allows the creation of particle-antiparticle pairs and the corresponding electric fields. It
allows the ground state to transition from the vacuum to a plaquette state which contains
the maximum number of particle-antiparticle pairs (we refer to this as a fully-filled plaquette). However, Gauss’ law allows two different gauge field configurations for the fully-filled
(0)
plaquette, as shown in Fig. 2.1(e). These states are given by |f± i = √12 |epepi(|0i ± |1i),
and while they are degenerate with respect to the bare Hamiltonian ĤE + Ĥm , hĤkin i
is minimized for |f− i and hĤB i for |f+ i. The existence of these two configurations in
the presence of the perturbation Ĥkin and the magnetic term ĤB creates competition between two quasi-degenerate vacua in regions 2 and 3 of Fig. 3.1(b). The ground states in
these regions
are described by the corresponding corrected states in perturbation theory
P
(n)
|f± i = n |f± i (see App. B), as shown in Fig. 3.1(b). Here, we see that the kinetic term
facilitates the creation of particle-antiparticle pairs and drives the ground state from the
vacuum in region 1 towards |f− i in region 2.
The remarkable 2D feature of the theory is the jump of h2i between regions 2 and 3,
which is shown by the black dotted line in Fig. 3.1(a). This jump corresponds to the
sharp energy anti-crossing in Fig. 3.1(b), and follows from the competition between the
quasi-degenerate vacua in the presence of the kinetic and magnetic terms. As the relative weights of Ĥkin and ĤB change with g −2 , an anti-crossing occurs and the ground
state changes from |f− i to |f+ i. More specifically, there is a value gc such that, for any
(+)
(+)
(−)
(−)
(±)
g −2 > gc−2 , EB + Ekin < EB + Ekin , where Eα = hf± |Ĥα |f± i. Despite the fact that
the magnetic Hamiltonian is not included in our perturbative analysis, we can analytically
calculate this value gc (see App. B). By requiring the magnetic and kinetic contributions
from the energy to be equal, we find gc = 0.012 + o(Ω8 ), which is in excellent agreement
with the results obtained from exact diagonalization [see Fig. 3.1(a)]. Following the jump,
in region 3, the ground state is thus |f+ i, until we reach the weak coupling regime and the
magnetic term becomes dominant compared to all other contributions.
The analysis above shows how pair creation processes can lead to dynamically generated
magnetic fluxes that result in negative values of the magnetic field energy. For negative
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mass, the considered effect of competing vacua occurs over a wide range of parameters.
The strength of the kinetic term Ω broadens the dip and shifts the position of the jump gc .
In the following, we consider the regime in which the kinetic term cannot be treated as a perturbation. For Ω = 5 and m = 0.1, exact diagonalization results are shown in Fig. 3.2(a).
In the intermediate region where g ' 1, the kinetic term has significant weight, which
leads to entanglement between matter and gauge degrees of freedom in the ground state.
In particular, in the limit Ω  |m|, g 2 , g −2 and for l → ∞, it can be shown for N plaquettes [35] that the energy is minimized for a magnetic flux of π, which is generated by pair
creation processes and corresponds to h2i = −1 (which is not reached in Fig. 3.2(a) due
to the effects of truncation). Figs. 3.2(b)-(d) show the probabilities of the components of
the ground state at different values of g −2 . In the strong and weak coupling regimes, the
ground states are the vacuum |vvvvi|GS(e) i and 12 (|vvvvi−|epepi+i|epvvi+i|vvepi)|GS(b) i,
respectively, where |GS(e) i = |0i is the gauge component of the ground state of the electric term and |GS(b) i is that of the magnetic term (see App. C). For g −2 = 1, however,
the ground state approximates the ground state of the truncated kinetic term for l = 1
with 92% fidelity (which can be increased by incrementing Ω). To quantify the ground
state entanglement between matter and gauge degrees of freedom, we calculate the entanglement entropy S(ρg ) = −Tr[ρg log ρg ], where ρg is the density matrix of the gauge
subsystem. The entanglement entropy is plotted as the red dashed line in Fig. 3.2(a) and
shows that the matter and gauge subsystems are entangled over a wide range of parameters.

3.2

Running coupling

In this section, we consider 2D effects in QED on a lattice subject to periodic boundary
conditions. The method described in Sec. 2.3 and in Ref. [22] is based on the Hamiltonian
formalism of lattice gauge theories, which allows for simulations that are unaffected by the
problem of autocorrelations inherent to MCMC methods. Thus, we can compute physical
observables at arbitrary values of the lattice spacing, ultimately allowing for reaching a
well-controlled continuum limit. As such, quantum hardware could be used to efficiently
calculate, for instance, the bound state mass spectrum of the theory, properties of the
inner structure of such bound states, or form factors which are important for experiments
[1, 33]. However, such quantities require computational capabilities which are not accessible on present quantum devices.
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We are therefore bound to consider local observables which only need a small number
of lattice points. We consider the plaquette operator 2 as a simple example, as was done
in the pioneering work by Creutz [28] in the beginning of MCMC simulations of lattice
gauge theories. Despite its local nature, the operator 2 can be related to a fundamental
parameter of the theory, namely the renormalized coupling gren [36]. Importantly, the 1D
Schwinger model is super-renormalizable, meaning that the coupling does not get renormalized, while, as we will show, renormalization is necessary for our 2D model. Thus, the
2D model investigated here represents an important step forward for lattice (quantum)
simulations based on the Hamiltonian formalism.
Renormalization appears in quantum field theories through quantum fluctuations, i.e. the
spontaneous generation of particle-antiparticle pairs from the vacuum. This phenomenon
leads to a charge shielding (or anti-shielding for non-Abelian gauge theories) [37], which in
turn changes the strength of the charge depending on the distance (or the energy scale) at
which it is probed. As such, the charge becomes scale dependent and in this work we choose
the inverse lattice spacing 1/a as the scale. The scale dependence, which is a renormalization effect, is referred to as the running of the coupling and its knowledge is fundamental
in understanding the interactions between elementary particles. In particular, the running
coupling serves as an input to interpret results from collider experiments, such as the Large
Hadron Collider. Hence, the ability to compute the running coupling from the plaquette
operator can have a direct impact on such experiments and our knowledge of elementary
particle interactions.
As explained in Sec. 2.3, we study the case of two-dimensional QED without matter. Despite the absence of matter, and in contrast to the previously studied 1D Schwinger model,
renormalization is needed, and hence the calculation of the running coupling. A definition
of the renormalized coupling gren can be given through the ground state expectation value
of the plaquette h2i [36]
g2
2
,
(3.1)
gren
=
h2i1/4
where g is the bare coupling from the Hamiltonian [see Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)]. By looking at Eq. (3.1), it follows that to cover the scale dependence of the coupling, we need
to evaluate h2i over a broad range of the lattice spacing a. Equivalently (we set a = 1
above), this means that we need to perform simulations at many values of g −2 , covering
the whole spectrum between the extremal regions of strong and weak couplings, g −2  1
and g −2  1, respectively. In particular, the interesting region where perturbation theory
is no longer applicable and bound states can be computed on not too large lattices is where
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g −2 ' 1. Covering such a broad range of scales is the major problem in standard lattice
gauge simulations. In fact, while approaching the weak coupling regime, autocorrelation
effects prevent calculations from reaching very small values of the lattice spacing, making continuum extrapolations and hence convergence to meaningful results difficult. We
remark that in large scale lattice simulations, much more sophisticated definitions of the
renormalized coupling gren are generally used [1, 38]. These alternative definitions allow,
besides other things, to disentangle cut-off effects, inherent to the plaquette coupling, from
the true physical running. However, the alternative forms of gren described in [1, 38] are
meaningful for large lattices only, and are hence beyond the capabilities of current quantum
simulators. In this work, we allow for a proof-of-concept demonstration which paves the
way to future improvements.
With our method (see Sec. 2.3 and Ref. [22]), we can simulate the system both in the
strong and in the weak coupling regimes, with very modest truncations. The most difficult
region to simulate is characterized by g −2 ' 1, where convergence is studied in Ref. [22].
We demonstrate this in Fig. 3.3, where the ground state expectation value of the plaquette operator h2i is plotted against g −2 . For periodic boundary conditions, the plaquette
2
(γ)
operator is given by 2 = − g4 ĤB where γ = e (γ = b) refers to the electric (magnetic)
representation [see Eqs. (2.7b) and (2.8b)]. Accordingly, the blue and red lines are determined with these two representations, while the black, dotted lines are obtained using
perturbation theory, and describe well the exact results in the extremal regions. The left
graph is for a truncation l = 1 and the right for l = 2.
As shown in Ref. [22], the electric representation accurately describes the model in the
weak coupling regime g −2  1 while the magnetic one in the other extremum g −2  1. Increasing the truncation from l = 1 to l = 2 for intermediate bare coupling values g ' 1 leads
to great improvement in the middle region of the plot in Fig. 3.3(a). In fact, for increasing
l, the two representations are more consistent in the intermediate coupling regime. As
proven in Ref. [22], the smaller this minimum distance is, the better is the convergence to
the U(1) result, for any value of the bare coupling g −2 . In particular, by switching from the
electric representation at small couplings to the magnetic one in this intermediate region, it
is possible to smoothly connect the weak and strong coupling regimes. In other words, we
cover the whole range of the corresponding lattice spacings, or, equivalently, the scales 1/a.
In Chap. 5, we provide a protocol for simulating the system with a truncation l = 1
of the gauge field using 9 qubits. As shown in Fig. 3.3, using a truncation l = 2 around
the region of the plot where g −2 ' 1 brings us much closer to the converged result. Using
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the same protocol as for l = 1 (see Chap. 4), the simulation for l = 2 requires 15 qubits.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Plaquette expectation value as a function of g −2 for a single plaquette with mass m = −50
and kinetic strength Ω = 5. Regions 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the numbered regions in part (b) below. Exact
diagonalization of the truncated model is represented by the black dashed line, and perturbation theory was
used for the blue, green, and orange lines. The insets are magnifications of parts of regions 1 and 2 (blue
and green, respectively), plotting the difference between exact diagonalization and perturbation theory of
order reported in the legend to confirm convergence to the full U(1) theory. The difference is not completely
vanishing due to the small contribution of the magnetic term which is ignored in perturbative calculations.
(b) Schematic representation of the ground and first excited state’s energy, which illustrates the transition
of the ground state due to competition between the kinetic and magnetic terms in the Hamiltonian.
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Figure 3.2: Ground state properties in the non-perturbative regime. (a) Plaquette operator expectation
value h2i and entanglement entropy S(ρg ) as a function of g −2 . (b)-(d) The probability by component of
the ground state for the indicated g −2 . At g −2 = 10−3 , the lowest energy state is the vacuum |vvvvi|0i. For
g −2 = 1, the ground state approximates that of the kinetic term. For large g −2 , the magnetic Hamiltonian
in the presence of the kinetic Hamiltonian yields the tensor product between a superposition of matter states
and the gauge ground state of the magnetic term. Through (a) - (d), we used Ω = 5 and m = 0.1, and a
gauge field truncation l = 1.

Figure 3.3: Ground state expectation value of the plaquette operator 2 for a pure gauge periodic boundary
plaquette (see Fig. 2.2). Results obtained using the electric and magnetic representation are shown as blue
and red lines, respectively. Perturbative calculations are shown as black dashed lines. The plots correspond
to two different truncations l = 1 and l = 2, as indicated above. The blue (red) shaded region indicates the
values of g −2 for which the the electric (magnetic) representation achieves the best results.
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Chapter 4
Qubit encoding and variational
quantum eigensolver
In the previous sections, we presented an effective Hamiltonian description along with 2D
phenomena to be studied. In the following, we explain the software protocols for simulating
our models on quantum hardware. Assuming a universal qubit-based quantum computer,
in Sec. 4.1 we provide an efficient encoding of the gauge fields in terms of qubits. Since
currently available quantum computers have limited system size and number of gates, it is
advantageous to employ a variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) approach, as explained
in Sec. 4.2. To facilitate a VQE of the complicated models described in Secs. 3.1 and
3.2, in Sec. 4.3 we present an efficient measurement scheme suitable for any qubit-based
quantum device. This scheme reduces the experimental requirements for implementation
by efficiently grouping commuting observables. Concrete VQE circuits will be discussed
in Chap. 5. For NISQ hardware, the question of optimal circuit design becomes platformspecific, and we will provide a detailed experimental proposal for trapped ions.

4.1

Qubit encoding

To simulate QED beyond 1D on qubit-based quantum devices, gauge fields need to be
encoded into qubits. We truncated the infinite dimensional gauge degrees of freedom according to Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), and here we describe how the resulting truncated models
[see Eqs. (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8)] can be efficiently mapped to a sector of an appropriate
qubit Hilbert space. We remark that our qubit encoding scheme is not unique, but practical for the proposed quantum simulation experiments, as we explain below.
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For a given l, each gauge degree of freedom is described by the 2l + 1 states |ei, e = −l,
−l + 1, . . . , 0, . . . , l − 1, l. We map this vector space onto 2l + 1 qubits using the mapping
j

2l−j

z }| { z }| {
| − l + ji = | 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0i,

(4.1)

where 0 ≤ j ≤ 2l. With this encoding, the gauge field operators take the simple form
2l

i

1 XY z
σ̂ ,
Ŝ =
2 i=1 j=1 j
z

V̂

−

=

2l
X

+
σ̂i− σ̂i+1
,

(4.2a)

(4.2b)

i=1

and we recover the relations Ŝ z |ei = e|ei and V̂ − |ei = (1 − δe,−l )|e − 1i for all −l ≤ e ≤ l.
Since this encoding only uses a subsector of the 2l + 1 qubits’ Hilbert space, the VQE
should avoid gauge field qubit states that are not of the form given in Eq. (4.1). To this
end, several strategies can be employed. For example, the VQE circuit (see Secs.
P4.2, 5.2
z
and 5.3) can be constructed using a gate set that preserves the total spin Ŝtot
= n σ̂nz for
each gauge field. Starting from an initial state with the correct total spin guarantees that
the quantum computer only accesses states that are within the physical subspace identified by Eq. (4.1). Note that by using Eq. (4.1) for the encoding of the gauge fields, the
resulting Hamiltonians (including matter fields) preserve the total magnetization, which
is advantageous for trapped ion implementations (see Sec. 5.1). We use this solution in
our circuit design in Chap. 5. Alternatively, different strategies can be employed, such as
the addition of an energy penalty term to the Hamiltonian, which makes it energetically
unfavourable for the system to leave the physical subspace. We remark, however, that
altering the energy landscape of the model can affect the performance of the VQE.

4.2

Hybrid quantum-classical simulation

Applying the qubit encoding from Sec. 4.1 to the effective gauge-invariant description of our
target models provided in Chap. 2 yields complicated Hamiltonians. These involve exotic
long-range interactions and many-body terms that are beyond the capabilities of current
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analogue quantum simulations. Resorting to digital approaches, one could in principle
perform a Trotterized adiabatic state preparation [39]. However, due to the complexity of our models, this approach is also infeasible for the technology available today. In
the absence of large-size high-precision quantum computers, we therefore choose a hybrid
quantum-classical strategy, using a VQE protocol that brings the observation of the effects
described in Chap. 3 within reach of present-day quantum devices. In fact, VQE protocols
are already successfully used in quantum chemistry [24, 40–42], nuclear physics [43, 44]
and classical applications [45].
A VQE is an iterative procedure in which a quantum device is connected in a closed feedback loop with an optimization algorithm performed by a classical computer [13, 24, 46].
The quantum device is interrogated by measuring a given cost function C(θ) for a parameterized variational state |Ψ(θ)i = U (θ)|Ψin i. Here, |Ψin i is an initial state that can
be easily prepared, and U (θ) is the application of a quantum circuit involving variational
parameters θ. The classical optimization algorithm minimizes C(θ) by querying the quantum device (see Sec. 5.4). Since our quantum simulations aim at preparing the system’s
ground state (see Chap. 3), our VQE cost function is given by the expectation value of
the target Hamiltonian in the variational state, C(θ) = hΨ(θ)|ĤT |Ψ(θ)i. In each iteration
of the feedback loop, the classical optimizer provides updated variational parameters to
minimize C(θ).
Importantly, the target Hamiltonian is not physically realized on the quantum hardware.
Instead, its expectation value can be estimated from a series of measurements of the variational state [24, 42] (see Sec. 4.3). This approach is usually insensitive to systematic
errors, and both relaxes the quantum resource requirements and allows for ground state
calculations of complex models, as we will show in the remainder of this paper.

4.3

Hamiltonian averaging

Our VQE algorithm requires the measurement of the energy of the variational state, i.e. the
cost function C(θ). Precise estimation of the expectation value of a complicated Hamiltonian demands, in general, a large number of measurements, which translates to extensive
computational runtime. In this section, we show how the number of measurements required for the proposed quantum simulations can be substantially reduced by combining
the standard approach [24, 42] with the measurement strategy put forward in Ref. [47]. As
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explained in the following, we adapt the latter to our models and provide circuits for their
implementation on different types of quantum hardware. The described scheme assumes
local measurements only.
By using Pauli operators as a basis, we can express any target Hamiltonian ĤT as
ĤT =

K
X

ck Q̂k ,

(4.3a)

σ̂iki ,

(4.3b)

k=1

Q̂k =

n
O
i=1

where K is the number of terms in the decomposition, n is the dimension of the system,
σ̂iki is a Pauli operator acting on the ith qubit and ki can either be 0 (identity), x, y, or z for
any i. We remark that, for our qubit encoding (see Sec. 4.1), decomposing the Hamiltonian
as in Eq. (4.3a) can be efficiently done using the relations given in Eq. (4.2).
The cost function C(θ) is evaluated by measuring the expectation valuesPhQ̂k i with singlequbit Pauli measurements and calculating the weighted sum hĤT i = K
k=1 ck hQ̂k i. Operators Q̂k that commute with each other can be measured simultaneously
PM and will be
grouped together in the following. Thus, we rewrite Eq. (4.3a) as ĤT = m=1 R̂m , where
X
R̂m =
ck Q̂k .
(4.4)
k∈Vm

Here, the set Vm contains indices of commuting operators Q̂k . Importantly, the number
M of commuting sets can be drastically smaller than the total number of Pauli operators
K in Eq. (4.3a), leading to a reduction in the experimental runtime.
To successfully run a VQE algorithm, we must be able to calculate the average values
of the energy for any variational state preparation. Due to the statistical nature of quantum mechanics, the exact average value of any observable is unknown. Thus, we need
to approximate the energy with an estimator. For a generic operator Ô, we denote the
estimator of its expectation value hÔi with Ō. Depending on the intrinsic variance (∆Ô)2
and the number of repeated measurements performed, the estimator Ō is affected by a
statistical error, which is characterized by its variance Var[Ō].
To approximate the system’s energy, we choose beforehand a certain precision, which is generally problem and/or application dependent. In practice, this means that we are required
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to fix a threshold 2 , and repeat energy measurements H̄T until its variance Var[H̄T ] becomes smaller than 2 . Since ĤT is the sum of the independent operators R̂P
m [see Eq. (4.4)],
H̄T can be expressed in terms of the estimators for the hR̂m i as H̄T = M
m=1 R̄m . More
i
}, i.e.
specifically, each estimator R̄m is found by averaging Nm measurement outcomes {rm
R̄m =

Nm
1 X
ri .
Nm i=1 m

(4.5)

For sufficiently large Nm , the variance of the estimators R̄m is Var[R̄m ] ' (∆R̂m )2 /Nm ,
where (∆R̂m )2 is the intrinsic variance of the operator R̂m with respect to the considered
state. Since the operators R̂m are measured in different experimental runs, the estimators
R̄m are independent and thus have zero covariance Cov[R̄i , R̄j ] = 0. As such, we can
express Var[H̄T ] as the sum
Var[H̄T ] =

M
X

Var[R̄m ].

(4.6)

m=1

Achieving an error in H̄T of no more than  requires Var[H̄T ] = 2 . Assuming equal
contribution from each of the R̄m , we write Var[R̄m ] = 2 /M . Substituting Var[R̄m ] '
(∆R̂m )2 /Nm , the number of measurements for each m is Nm ' M (∆R̂m )2 /2 , and, summing over m, the total number of measurements N is
N'

M
M X
(∆R̂m )2 .
2 m=1

(4.7)

Besides the chosen threshold 2 , the total number of measurements N is proportional
to the intrinsic variances (∆R̂m )2 and the number of partitioned sets M . In general,
there are many different ways to partition the Q̂k into the R̂m , and we seek to identify
a strategy which minimizes both M and (∆R̂m )2 . Importantly, (∆R̂m )2 depends on the
intrinsic variances and the covariances of the Q̂k from which each R̂m is comprised. While
a particular partitioning strategy might achieve M < K, it might also group together
Q̂k with positive covariance, thereby adding to (∆R̂m )2 and increasing the number of
measurements needed to achieve 2 precision of H̄T . For instance, as pointed out in Ref. [24],
the Hamiltonian
Ĥ = − (σ̂1x σ̂2x + σ̂1y σ̂2y ) + σ̂1z σ̂2z + σ̂1z + σ̂2z
could be partitioned in the following ways:
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(4.8)

1. {−σ̂1x σ̂2x }, {−σ̂1y σ̂2y }, {σ̂1z σ̂2z }, {σ̂1z }, {σ̂2z },
2. {−σ̂1x σ̂2x }, {−σ̂1y σ̂2y , σ̂1z σ̂2z }, {σ̂1z , σ̂2z },
3. {−σ̂1x σ̂2x , − σ̂1y σ̂2y , σ̂1z σ̂2z }, {σ̂1z , σ̂2z }.
P
When measuring the state |Ψi = |01i, partition 1 has variance 5m=1 (∆R̂m )2 = 2 and
M = 5 commuting sets for a total of N (1) = 10/2 measurements [see Eq. (4.7)]. Partition
2 has the same variance because the operators within the sets have zero covariance, but
here M = 3, so N (2) = 6/2 . Although partition 3 has only M = 2 commuting sets, the
covariance between σ̂1x σ̂2x and σ̂1y σ̂2y adds to (∆R̂1 )2 , giving N (3) = 8/2 measurements. In
this example, partition 2 gives the fewest number of measurements even though partition
3 has the fewest number of commuting sets.
The variances and covariances of Q̂k are dependent on the state |Ψi being measured,
which is generally unknown. Thus, to reduce the total number of measurements required,
we seek a partitioning strategy that yields the minimum number of commuting sets, i.e.
we minimize M without regard for the variance of the partitions.
The algorithm presented in Ref. [47] finds the partition of the Q̂k into R̂m that gives
the near-minimum number of commuting sets M 1 . Although commuting operators can
in principle be measured simultaneously, from an experimental point of view, only those
operators which bitwise commute can be easily measured simultaneously with the local
measurements provided by the quantum device. To exemplify this, consider σ̂1x σ̂2x and
σ̂1z σ̂2z . While these operators commute and thus can be simultaneously measured, there
are no single qubit operations which rotate them into a diagonal form. To achieve this,
two-qubit gates are required. Ref. [47] provides the procedure for building a quantum
circuit which diagonalizes the Pauli operators Q̂k within a commuting set (for an example, see Fig. 4.1). This circuit is to be placed after the VQE circuit and before the local
measurements, effectively rotating the measurement basis and allowing us to measure in a
complicated entangled basis. As such, all commuting operators within a commuting set,
bitwise or not, can be measured simultaneously.
The gate set from which the quantum circuits are built can be adapted to suit the quantum
computing platform, using for instance CNOT operations as entangling gates for superconducting platforms and iSWAP gates for ion-based platforms. While it is possible to express
1

This is a greedy algorithm that scales well with the size of the system and the number of terms in the
decomposition, but it is not guaranteed to find the optimal solution. It would be possible to develop an
algorithm that finds the absolute minimum of M at the expense of additional computational resources.
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Figure 4.1: An example of the measurement protocol explained in the main text, applied to the open
boundary plaquette (see Sec. 2.2). The shown circuits diagonalize a measurements set R̂m using CNOT
gates (a) and iSWAP gates (b) as an entangling operation. The qubit labelling conventions are shown in
(c). Applying the circuits before performing local measurements in a VQE protocol amounts to effectively
performing measurements in an entangled basis. The table in (d) lists the elements Q̂k in the chosen
measurement set and their corresponding diagonalized elements using the CNOT circuit and the iSWAP
circuit.
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a CNOT gate in terms of iSWAP gates, and vice versa, this leads to linear overhead in
circuit depth, which can severely impact the feasibility of experiments with NISQ devices.
Therefore, we adapt the algorithm in Ref. [47] according to the preferred type of two-qubit
gate to avoid this linear overhead in the number of gates. As an example, Fig. 4.1(a) and
4.1(b) show two possible circuits which diagonalize one of the partitions R̂m of the open
boundary plaquette introduced in Sec. 2.2, with the qubit labelling convention shown in
panel (c). The elements Q̂k of this partition are shown in Fig. 4.1(d), along with the diagonal forms obtained after applying the CNOT and iSWAP circuits (for details Refs. [47, 48]).
In the worst-case scenario, the depth of the additional circuits scales quadratically with
with the number of terms in the Pauli decomposition of the Hamiltonian K, however, in
practice, we often see linear scaling. The computing time of the algorithm in Ref. [47] also
scales quadratically in K, while the number of qubits in the system does not play a significant role in the complexity2 . By applying this method to the Hamiltonians of Eqs. (2.6)
and (2.7)-(2.8), we reduce the number of measurement sets (i.e. commuting sets) from 49
down to M = 6 for the open boundary plaquette. For the periodic boundary plaquette, the
number of measurement sets is reduced from 295 to M = 13 for the electric representation
(see Sec. 2.3) and from 138 down to M = 9 for the magnetic basis. The depth of the
circuits used to implement the measurements is around ten in the worst-case scenario. We
discuss generalizations beyond a single plaquette in Chap. 5.

2

Although an increasing number of qubits brings the possibility of exponentially many decomposition
terms K, in many physical scenarios, K is limited by the symmetries of the system, and we do not see
exponential dependence.
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Chapter 5
Implementations on a trapped ion
quantum computer
So far, we described a framework for observing 2D effects in lattice gauge theories on
quantum computers that can be implemented on any type of qubit-based device. In this
section, we study the implementation of our approach on ion-based quantum computers. As
explained in Sec. 5.1, ion-based quantum computers are well-suited to the models studied
here. In Secs. 5.2 and 5.3, we present VQE protocols that are specific to trapped ion
systems for the open boundary plaquette and periodic boundary plaquette, respectively.
The VQE optimization routine is explained in Sec. 5.4.

5.1

VQE for ion-based quantum computers

As discussed in Chap. 4, we consider digital qubit-based approaches for the purpose of
realizing proof-of-principle experiments with present-day technology. Promising quantum
computing platforms include configurable Rydberg arrays [49, 50], superconducting architectures [51], and trapped ions [52, 53].
Rydberg-based approaches offer the advantage that 2D and 3D arrays can be realized
using optical tweezers, which translates to a large number of available qubits. The ability
to implement large qubit registers will make future generations of Rydberg arrays a very
promising candidate for our schemes, once higher levels of controllability and gate fidelity
become available. Superconducting and ion-based architectures offer both high controllability and gate fidelities already today. For superconducting qubits, entangling gates are
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inherently of nearest-nearest neighbour type, which implies that entangling operations between non-neighbouring qubits have to be realized through a number of swap gates. While
this is entirely possible, especially for next-generation devices, our models entail long-range
interactions that result from the elimination of redundant gauge fields (see Secs. 2.2 and
2.3) and thus would require significant gate overhead on superconducting platforms. In
contrast, ion-based quantum computers directly allow for addressed entangling gates between arbitrary qubits. This aligns well with our target models, motivating their use for
this proposal.
Here, we consider a string of ions confined in a macroscopic linear Paul trap [52, 53].
The qubit states |0i and |1i are encoded in the electronic states of a single ion and can
be manipulated using laser light in the visible spectrum. A universal set of quantum operations is available, which can be combined to implement arbitrary unitary operations.
More specifically, the available gate-set consists of local rotations Ûj (φ) = exp(−i φ2 σ̂jα )
and addressed Mølmer-Sørensen (MS) gates [54] between arbitrary pairs of qubits. These
gates are implemented with fidelities exceeding 98% for both single- and multi-qubit gates
[55–57]. Our VQE quantum circuits are adapted to these interactions and consist of NOT
gates, parameterized single-qubit z-rotations, parameterized iSWAP gates, and parameterized controlled-iSWAP gates [defined in Fig. 5.1(b)]. As described
P z in detail in the next
z
sections, our circuits preserve the total magnetization Ŝtot = n σ̂n of the qubit register.
This renders the quantum states robust with respect to collective dephasing, which is a
dominant source of noise in trapped ion systems, thereby allowing the VQE to operate in
a decoherence-free subspace [58].
While currently available ion-based hardware provides a sufficient number of qubits to
carry our proposed protocols, future lattice gauge theory quantum simulations addressing
larger lattices will require large-scale quantum devices. Ion-based quantum computers can
be scaled up using networking approaches that connect several traps together [59] and
therefore offer a pathway for developing quantum simulations of increasing size and complexity.
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5.2

Open boundary conditions: dynamically generated magnetic fields

In this section, we show how to implement a VQE for the open boundary plaquette with
dynamical matter [see Sec. 2.2]. As described in Sec. 3.1, the proposed experiment prepares the ground state of the effective Hamiltonian of Eqs. (2.6) and measures the ground
state expectation value of the plaquette operator h2i to study the dynamical generation
of gauge fields by pair creation processes. Using the qubit encoding given in Sec. 4.1, we
provide a VQE circuit for this simulation. Furthermore, we present numerical results in
which we classically simulate the proposed VQE protocol including noise.
The simulation involves four qubits for the matter fields (one for each site) and 2l + 1
for the gauge field. Here, we consider l = 1 and thus the system consists of seven qubits.
According to Fig. 4.1(c), we number the matter qubits as 1, 2, 3, and 4, and the gauge
qubits 5, 6, and 7. Using the encoding given by Eq. (4.1), the gauge field basis states
become
|1i = |001i,
|0i = |010i,
| − 1i = |100i.

(5.1a)
(5.1b)
(5.1c)

The matter qubit states are given in Fig. 2.1(c). In the following, we will use the term
“physical states” to refer to the computationally relevant qubit states. For the gauge fields,,
this means that the qubit states lie in the computational space spanned by the states in
Eqs. (5.1). For the matter fields, we operate in the zero-charge subsector (see Sec. 2.1),
which translates into matter states of zero magnetization. For the open boundary plaquez
tte, physical states have total magnetization hŜtot
i = 1.
The gauge field operators are mapped according to Eqs. (4.2), giving
1 z
(σ̂ + σ̂5z σ̂6z ),
2 5
= σ̂5− σ̂6+ + σ̂6− σ̂7+ .

Ŝ z =
V̂ −

(5.2a)
(5.2b)

By inserting these expressions into Eqs. (2.6), the Hamiltonian can be written in terms of
tensor products of Pauli operators.
The VQE quantum circuit shown in Fig. 5.1(a) preserves not only the total magnetization
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Figure 5.1: VQE circuit for preparing the ground state of a plaquette with open boundary conditions.
(a) Quantum circuit with variational parameters θl shown for each gate. By identifying symmetries and
redundancies via classical simulation, gates shaded in grey can be eliminated, and we set θ6 = θ5 , θ12 =
θ15 = θ17 = π/2, leaving just seven variational parameters. (b) Definitions of the gates used.
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of the system, but also the magnetization of each of the gauge and matter subsystems. As
mentioned in Sec. 4.1, our magnetization-preserving quantum circuit used in combination
with physical input states confines the VQE to the space of physical states.
The VQE circuit in its unreduced form [i.e. including the grey-shaded gates in Fig. 5.1(a)]
is motivated by the form of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (2.6). All qubits are prepared in the
input state |0i, and NOT gates prepare the bare vacuum |vvvvi|0i [see Fig. 2.1(c)] as the
initial state for the VQE. The parameterized iSWAP gates are used to allow for all physical
basis states within the matter and gauge subsystems. For the matter subsystem, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the iSWAP gates in the circuit and the terms comprising the kinetic Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.6d). These gates correspond to particle-antiparticle
pair creation/annihilation in the model, and as a consequence, all matter basis states in
the zero-charge subsector are made available by this part of the circuit. For the gauge
field subsystem, the application of iSWAP gates allows for accessing all three gauge field
states |1i, |0i, and | − 1i. Entanglement between the two subsystems is generated by a
layer of parameterized controlled-iSWAP gates. In the effective Hamiltonian of Eqs. (2.6),
the gauge degree of freedom lies on the (2, 3) link and is directly coupled to matter sites 2
and 3. Accordingly, the circuit couples the gauge field with only these two fermions, which
act as controls in the layer of controlled-iSWAP gates. Finally, a layer of single-qubit
z-rotations is applied to correct for relative phases, while other single-qubit operations are
avoided as they are generally not magnetization preserving.
The quantum circuit described above allows for an exhaustive exploration of the physical subsector of the Hilbert space and involves a total of 17 variational parameters. While
not strictly necessary, it is beneficial for currently available quantum hardware to reduce
the number of variational parameters. This can be done by identifying the intrinsic symmetries of the ground state. By classically simulating the circuit in Fig. 5.1, we find that
the solution space is still accessible by setting θ6 = θ5 , fixing θ12 = θ15 = θ17 = π/2, and
removing the gates shaded in grey in Fig. 5.1(a), leaving a total of seven parameters.
Since the circuit design is based on the structure of the Hamiltonian, the same design
principles can be applied to larger scale systems. For example, when adding more plaquettes, firstly, additional parametric iSWAP gates are used to allow for all basis states
within the matter and gauge subsystems. Then, the gauge degrees of freedom are coupled
to their respective neighbouring matter sites using additional controlled-iSWAP gates [in
correspondence with Eq. (A.1)]. Finally, z-rotations adjust the relative phases of all qubits.
When increasing the truncation l, additional iSWAP gates are inserted for populating the
newly introduced gauge field states, and controlled-iSWAP gates for entangling them with
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the respective matter sites are added. In both cases, adding more plaquettes and increasing
the truncation cut-off, a linear increase in the number of qubits and iSWAP gates and a
quadratic increase in the number of controlled-iSWAP operations is expected.
A classical simulation of the proposed experiment, including statistical noise on the cost
function C(θ), is shown in Fig. 5.2. The data points, shown by the blue dots, are postselected based on energy from a set of multiple runs, i.e. we take the result with the
lowest energy. The plaquette expectation value points are calculated using the exact state
corresponding to the optimal variational parameters found by the VQE. The black solid
lines are obtained via exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (2.6). Using the
measurement procedure described in Sec. 4.3 and taking statistical error into account, the
entire plot corresponds to approximately 4 × 107 measurements to be performed on the
quantum device.
The energy of the variational ground state found by the VQE approximates well the energy of the exact ground state, as shown in Fig. 5.2(a). The plaquette expectation value
is highly sensitive to small changes in the variational state, which leads to deviation with
respect to the results obtained via exact diagonalization in Fig. 5.2(b), even for states
whose energy is very close to the exact energy. The fidelity of the variational ground state
with respect to the exact ground state is high in the extremal regions, i.e. greater than
98%, while all points achieve a fidelity exceeding 87%.

5.3

Periodic boundary conditions: running coupling

In this section, we provide a VQE protocol for simulating the running coupling in lattice
gauge theories. As explained in Sec. 3.2, the running coupling is a genuine 2D effect that
can be studied experimentally in a proof-of-concpet demonstration by first preparing the
ground state of the periodic boundary plaquette and subsequently measuring the plaquette
expectation value.
Differently from the open boundary plaquette, the electric and magnetic representations of
the Hamiltonian [see Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)] are used for different regions of the bare coupling
g −2 . This is done to obtain better convergence to the full result without truncation, as the
two representations are well suited for the strong and weak coupling regimes, respectively
(see Sec. 2.3 and Ref. [22]). Using Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) to encode the periodic boundary
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Figure 5.2: Classical simulation of the proposed experiment for observing the dynamical generation of
magnetic fields where Ω = 5 and m = 0.1 (see Sec. 3.1) using the circuits given in Fig. 5.1. The blue dots
represent data points post-selected based on energy from multiple runs. The black solid lines are determined
via exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonians in Eqs. (2.6). (a) Energy of the variational ground state.
(b) Plaquette expectation value h2i as a function of g −2 calculated using the exact state corresponding to
the optimal variational parameters found by the VQE.
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plaquette into nine qubits, rotator 1 is represented by qubits 1 through 3, rotator 2 by
qubits 4 through 6, and rotator 3 by qubits 7 through 9 (see Fig. 5.3).
As for the open boundary plaquette, the circuit design for the periodic boundary plaquette is motivated by the structure of the system Hamiltonian and uses the trapped ion
hardware-adapted gate set introduced in Sec. 5.1. Due to the differences between the electric and magnetic representations, we use two different VQE circuits which are shown in
Fig. 5.3. Both circuits have 19 variational parameters and allow us to thoroughly explore
the associated Hilbert spaces. However, since we are solely interested in the system ground
state, it is convenient for NISQ technology to reduce the number of variational parameters by exploiting the symmetries between rotators 1 and 3 (which are apparent from
the Hamiltonians) and by identifying additional redundant parameters through classical
simulation of the VQE. As a result, in Fig. 5.3(a) we use a single parameter for each of
the following sets: {θ1 , θ2 , θ11 , . . . , θ19 }, {θ3 , . . . θ6 }, and {θ7 , . . . , θ10 }, as indicated by the
colour coding. Parameters θ11 , θ13 , θ14 , θ16 , θ17 , and θ19 include an offset of +π/2 added
to the shared variational parameter, which is indicated by the half-shaded gates. For the
circuit in Fig. 5.3(b), we make the groupings {θ1 , θ2 , θ3 , θ4 }, {θ5 , . . . , θ8 }, and {θ9 , θ10 },
while θ12 , θ15 , and θ18 can be eliminated, and θ11 , θ13 , θ14 , θ16 , θ17 , and θ19 are fixed at π/2.
This leaves just three variational parameters for each circuit.
The circuit for the electric representation is shown in Fig. 5.3(a). All qubits are prepared
in the input state |0i, and NOT gates prepare the vacuum state |0i = |010i for each of the
three rotators as the intial state for the VQE. The layer of controlled-iSWAP gates reflects
(e)
the coupling between the rotators in the electric Hamiltonian ĤE [see Eq. (2.7a)], which
takes the form −Ŝ2z (Ŝ1z + Ŝ3z ). This term results from the elimination of rotator 4 as a redundant degree of freedom, and introduces an asymmetry between rotator 2 and rotators 1
and 3. States in which all three rotators have the same sign (|1i|1i|1i and | − 1i| − 1i| − 1i)
receive the strongest negative contribution from the coupling term −Ŝ2z (Ŝ1z + Ŝ3z ), thus
lowering the electric energy. To encourage the VQE to prepare states of this form, the
parameterized controlled-iSWAP gates are connected to control the spread of population
within rotators 1 and 3 based on the population of rotator 2.
The circuit for the magnetic representation of Eqs. (2.8) is shown in Fig. 5.3(b). Its construction is similar to the circuit for the electric representation described above, but rather
(b)
encourages the flip-flop interactions between rotators described by ĤE [see Eq. (2.8a)].
Both the electric and magnetic circuits maintain constant magnetization of each gauge
field, which prevents access to unphysical states.
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Figure 5.3: VQE circuits for preparing the ground state of a plaquette with periodic boundary conditions.
Gate definitions are given in Fig. 5.1. Gates of the same colour in each circuit share a variational parameter
after eliminating redundant parameters. The half-shaded gates include an offset of +π/2 added to the shared
parameter, while the grey-shaded gates can be eliminated entirely. (a) Circuit for the electric representation
of the Hamiltonian, and (b) for the magnetic representation.
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Figure 5.4: Classical simulation of the proposed experiment for observing the running of the coupling
(see Sec. 3.2) using the circuits given in Fig. 5.3. The data points are obtained from multiple runs via
post-selection based on the lowest energy. The electric (magnetic) representation is shown in blue (red),
and the black solid lines are determined via exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonians in Eqs. (2.7) and
(2.8). (a) Energy of the variational ground state using the electric representation in the region g −2 < 1
and using the magnetic representation in the region g −2 > 1. (b) Plaquette expectation value h2i as a
function of g −2 calculated using the exact state corresponding to the optimal variational parameters found
by the VQE.
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Designing the VQE circuit based on the form of the Hamiltonian allows for a scalable
architecture. For systems with additional plaquettes, the coupling between rotators remains pairwise, which translates into the addition of controlled-iSWAP gates between all
pairs of coupled gauge fields, as was described above for the open boundary plaquette.
When considering larger truncations l, additional iSWAP gates are introduced to allow for
all gauge field basis states. Additional controlled-iSWAP gates are then added to share
entanglement in a similar fashion as for the case l = 1 considered here. In both cases, the
scaling is the same as for the open boundary plaquette circuit, i.e. the number of qubits
and the number of iSWAPs scale linearly, while the number of controlled-iSWAP gates
scales quadratically in the worst-case scenario.
We simulate the proposed experiment classically, including statistical noise on the cost
function C(θ). Our results are shown in Fig. 5.4 and have been obtained via post-selection
of the lowest energy result from multiple runs. Results using the electric and the magnetic representation of the Hamiltonian are shown in blue and red, respectively, while the
black solid lines are obtained via exact diagonalization of the Hamiltonians. The plaquette expectation value data is calculated using the exact state obtained with the optimal
variational parameters found by the VQE. Using the measurement procedure described in
Sec. 4.3 and taking statistical error into account, the entire plot corresponds to 4 × 106
measurements to be performed on the quantum device.
The VQE protocol reaches the correct ground state energy [see Fig. 5.4(a)] and the expectation value of the plaquette operator in the variational ground state has good overlap with
the exact truncated results, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b). The larger deviation of the plaquette
operator expectation for g −2  1 can be attributed to the sensitivity of h2i with respect
to the variational state in this parameter regime. More specifically, while the ground state
for g −2  1 is the vacuum |0i|0i|0i, slight changes in the variational parameters leave the
energy nearly unchanged but have a bigger impact on the plaquette operator expectation
value. The fidelity of the variational ground state with respect to the exact ground state
is greater than 96% except for a small parameter window around g −2 = 1, where it is 93%
in the worst case. We note that the fidelities around g −2 = 1 can be further improved by
using a larger measurement budget to decrease the statistical noise on the cost function
(see Sec. 4.3).
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5.4

VQE optimization routine

In the following, we describe the classical optimization component of the VQE protocols
used to obtain the numerical data shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.4. The optimizer receives as
input the outcome of the measurement of a variational state, and generates a new set of
variational parameters θ in an effort to minimize C(θ), as described in Sec. 4.2.
One approach is to employ either exact or stochastic gradient-based optimization algorithms. However, the inherent probabilistic nature of quantum state measurements and
the resulting statistical errors on the cost function C(θ) pose a significant challenge for such
techniques. Furthermore, methods to measure exact gradients of the cost function [60] are
highly complex when applied to multi qubit gates and require additional ancilla qubits
[61], while finite step size approximations of the gradient result in a large number of experimental evaluations. Additionally, the obtained gradient information is still stochastic,
which requires modified descent methods such as Adam [62]. Alternatively, optimization
with gradient-free techniques is feasible since the number of variational parameters in our
proposals is relatively low (≤ 7).
We employ a combination of grid-based exploration of the parameter space and local optimization procedures for promising points. During the latter, when promising points are
found, we fit a regression model in the form of a Gaussian process [63], which can either
be used to perform traditional Bayesian optimization [64] or to provide a base to do a
local search with gradient-based techniques. Simultaneously, the algorithm keeps track of
parameter regions that are unexplored and favours those in later iterations by evaluating
points on the predefined grid. At all times, the optimizer keeps track of a set of promising
points which may be reevaluated if no new optimal points are found, or as a final step in
the routine.
Furthermore, we define an interface between the classical optimizer and the quantum hardware, which stores the bare readouts and can hence reevaluate the data for variations in
the cost function, e.g. when g −2 is modified. When the optimizer requests the evaluation of
data points that have already been measured, the interface returns the corresponding data,
but can also perform additional evaluations. The evaluations themselves are performed in
a fashion that aims to minimize the statistical error of the samples. To be more precise, the
interface automatically distributes the available measurement budget among the different
commuting sets depending on their estimated variance. This leads to an overall reduction
of the required budget, as it spares measurements of commuting partitions that have an
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eigenstate close to the current state prepared by the quantum computer.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions & outlook
In this work, we showed how to observe 2D effects in lattice gauge theories on currently
available quantum computers. We used the new method presented in Ref. [22] to formulate 2D QED as an effective spin model with many-body interactions in a resource-efficient
manner by eliminating redundant degrees of freedom. Importantly, this method provides
a perspective for reaching the continuum limit of the considered gauge theory, and can be
used for both classical and quantum simulations. Furthermore, we provided a practical
framework based on VQE protocols to simulate these effective Hamiltonian descriptions
using NISQ devices, including the numerics for observing 2D phenomena in a basic building block of 2D QED with present-day quantum resources.
The effective models studied here include both dynamical matter and a non-minimal gauge
field truncation, providing the novel opportunity to study several 2D effects in lattice gauge
theories. More specifically, we showed how to observe dynamical generation of magnetic
fields and its interplay with particle-antiparticle pair creation, and paved the way for an important first step towards simulating short distance quantities such as the running coupling
of QED. While the protocols presented in Chap. 5 are designed for trapped ion systems,
our approach can be easily adapted to suit different types of quantum hardware.
One of the most appealing characteristics of our approach is that it can be generalized
to more complex systems. Immediate extensions of our results include simulations of a 2D
plane of multiple plaquettes, and of QED in three spatial dimensions. Moreover, including
fermionic matter in the case of periodic boundary conditions can be done by following the
same procedure as for open boundary conditions [22]. It will also be interesting to explore
implementations on non-qubit based hardware that is capable of representing gauge de45

grees of freedom with spin-l systems (l > 1/2) [31]. As part of the quest to move towards
quantum simulations of QCD, another possible extension is to progress from a U(1) gauge
theory (QED) to a non-Abelian gauge theory, such as SU(2), and eventually to SU(3). Importantly, simulations of lattice gauge theories with larger lattice sizes will become feasible
with future advancements in quantum computing, allowing for exciting possibilities, such
as the ability to relate the running coupling of a gauge theory to a physical parameter
and to make connections between quantum simulations and experiments in high energy
physics. Ultimately, future quantum computers may offer the potential to also simulate
models with a topological term, non-zero chemical potential, or real-time phenomena, effects which are very hard or even impossible to access with MCMC techniques.
The field of quantum simulations of lattice gauge theories is in its early exploratory stages
and is rapidly developing. By providing practical and experimentally feasible solutions for
simulating gauge theories beyond 1D, our work opens up new pathways towards accessing
regimes that are classically out of reach.
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Appendix A
Effective Hamiltonian for a ladder of
plaquettes with open boundary
conditions
In this appendix, we derive an expression for the electric term in the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (2.2) for a ladder of N plaquettes [see Fig. 2.1(a)]. Following the procedure outlined
in Sec. 2.2, we implement Gauss’ law to remove redundant gauge degrees of freedom and
obtain an expression with only the independent gauge fields remaining. We then use the
Jordan-Wigner transformation and the mapping in Eqs. (2.4) to arrive at the final Hamiltonian for the ladder. The magnetic, mass, and kinetic terms remain unchanged, except
for the identity operators where the degrees of freedom are removed.
To write the electric term ĤE in Eqs. (2.2), we express the electric field on each link
in terms of the chosen independent gauge and matter degrees of freedom (see Sec. 2.1).
Categorizing links according to their orientation and location [defined in Fig. 2.1(a)], we
examine the following cases: horizontal independent links, horizontal dependent links, outermost vertical links, and internal vertical links. Listed in Table A.1 are the electric field
contributions of each of these terms for even- and odd-numbered plaquettes, written in
terms of the horizontal independent links.
Squaring each contribution in Table A.1 and summing over the plaquettes allows us to
arrive at an expression for the electric term in terms of only the independent gauge fields.
Using the Jordan-Wigner transformation and Eqs. (2.4)-(2.5), the Hamiltonian for the
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Link type

Even plaquette n

Horizontal independent

Ê2n,2n+1

Horizontal dependent

Ê2n−1,2n+2 = −Ê2n,2n+1 −

Odd plaquette k
Ê2k,2k+1

P2n

i=1 q̂i

Ê2k−1,2k+2 = Ê2n−1,2n+2

Ê12 = Ê23 + q̂2

Ê12 = Ê23 + q̂2

Ê2N +1,2N +2 = Ê2N,2N +1 − q̂2N +1

Ê2N +2,2N +1 = −Ê2N +1,2N +2

Ê2n+1,2n+2 = Ê2n,2n+1 + Ê2n+2,2n+3
2n
X
+
q̂i − q̂2n+2

Ê2k+2,2k+1 = −Ê2n+1,2n+2

Vertical outermost

Vertical internal

i=1

Table A.1: Electric field of each link in the ladder of Fig. 2.1(a). For the vertical outermost links, the
cases of “even” and “odd” refer to the total number of plaquettes N .

ladder can then be written
Ĥ = ĤE + ĤB + Ĥm + Ĥkin ,
N
2n
2 
2 i
X
g 2 n X h z
z
ĤE =
Ŝ2n,2n+1 + Ŝ2n,2n+1
+
q̂i
2 n=1
i=1
+

N
−1 h
X

z
Ŝ2n,2n+1

+

z
Ŝ2n+2,2n+3

n=1

+

2n
X

q̂i + q̂2n+2

(A.1a)

i2

i=1

i2 h
i2 o
h
z
z
+ Ŝ23
+ q̂2 + Ŝ2N,2N
−
q̂
2N +1
+1

(A.1b)

N

1 X −
+
V̂
+ V̂2n,2n+1 ,
ĤB = − 2
2g n=1 2n,2n+1

(A.1c)

2N +2
m X
Ĥm =
(−1)i+1 σ̂iz ,
2 i=1

(A.1d)

Ĥkin

N 
h
X
+ −
−
+
+
+
−
= − iΩ σ̂1 σ̂2 +
σ̂2n
V̂2n,2n+1
σ̂2n+1
+ (−1)n (σ̂2n+1
σ̂2n+2
)
n=1
+
z
z
−
− σ̂2n−1
σ̂2n
σ̂2n+1
σ̂2n+2

i

+ H.c.,
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(A.1e)

where σ̂i± = 12 (σ̂ix ± σ̂iy ) and σ̂ix , σ̂iy , σ̂iz are the Pauli operators acting on the ith qubit. Here,
the charge
operator q̂i under the Jordan-Wigner transformation becomes q̂i = Q2 σ̂iz +

(−1)i+1 .
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Appendix B
Perturbation theory
In this appendix, we outline the perturbative algorithm used to determine the analytical
results presented in Sec. 3.1.
We consider the system Hamiltonian to be Ĥ = Ĥ0 + Ĥkin , where Ĥ0 = ĤE + Ĥm [see
Eqs (2.6a) and (2.6c)] is the bare Hamiltonian and Ĥkin [see Eq. (2.6d)] is the perturbation.
Following standard perturbation theory, the corrected state and energy for eigenvalue i up
to order n can be written as
|Ψi i =
Ei =

n
X
j=0
n
X

(j)

|Ψi i,

(B.1a)

(j)

(B.1b)

Ei .

j=0
(0)

The unperturbed state |Ψi i can be any of the eigenstates of Ĥ0 . Our goal is to find the
corrections for j ≥ 1 in Eqs. (B.1) up to an arbitrary order and for any initial state. We
require higher orders in perturbation theory because the leading and the second leading
contributions are found at fourth and sixth orders, respectively. Furthermore, degeneracies
in our system are often lifted at fourth order.
The eigenstates and corresponding eigenvalues of the bare Hamiltonian Ĥ0 are denoted
(0)
(0)
as |Ψi,µ i and Ei , where µ is an index used within the degenerate subspace that contains
(0)
the unperturbed state |Ψi i. As an example, the six lowest energy eigenstates of Ĥ0 are
as follows (see Fig. B.1): the non-degenerate vacuum state |vvvvi|0i with null energy; the
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four-fold degenerate two-particle states |epvvi|0i, |vpevi|1i, |vvepi|0i, and |evvpi|0i, each
2
with energy g2 + 2m; and the two-fold degenerate fully-filled plaquette states |epepi|0i and
|epepi|1i, each with energy g 2 + 4m [see Fig. 2.1(e)].
Acting on an eigenstate of Ĥ0 with the kinetic term creates and annihilates particleantiparticle pairs, and fixes the field on the links to satisfy Gauss’ law. Successive applications of Ĥkin on the vacuum are shown in Fig. B.1. This illustration shows that
acting Ĥkin on a state an odd number of times results in a state that is orthogonal to the
initial state, implying that odd order perturbative energy corrections are vanishing (see
Eq. (B.2b)).
(0)

At the beginning of our algorithm, the initial state |Ψi i is set to an unknown superP (0) (0)
(0)
position of states within the selected eigensubspace i, i.e. |Ψi i = ν dν |Ψi,ν i. If the
(0)
subspace i is degenerate, the coefficients dν are determined by lifting – when possible –
the degeneracy at higher orders (see below). The nth order perturbative corrections are
calculated as
(0)

(0)
(n)
hΨk |Ψi i

(n)
Ei

=

(n−1)

hΨk |V̂ |Ψi

i

(0)

(0)

Ei − Ek

=

(0)
hΨi |V̂

=

dν(n) ,

(n−1)
i
|Ψi

−

−

n−1
X

(0)
(n−j)
i
(j) hΨk |Ψi
Ei
,
(0)
(0)
Ei − Ek
j=1

n−1
X

(n−j)

(j)

(j)

Ei hΨi |Ψi

i,

(B.2a)

(B.2b)

j=1
(n)
(0)
hΨi,ν |Ψi i
(0)

(B.2c)

(0)

where |Ψk i with energy Ek are the eigenstates of Ĥ0 outside the degenerate eigensub(n)
space which contains the initial state. The overlap dν of the state correction with the
(0)
eigenstates |Ψi,ν i within the same degenerate subspace can be determined by imposing
normalization when the degeneracy is lifted. The specific form of Eqs. (B.2) follows from
(n)
(n)
the symmetries that our perturbation Hkin satisfies. In particular, Ei = dν = 0 for odd
n.
(0)

To lift a degeneracy, the coefficients dν
equation
(0)

(n−1)

hΨi,ν |V̂ |Ψi

need to be found by diagonalizing the matrix

i=

n
X
j=2
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(j)

(0)

(n−j)

Ei hΨi,ν |Ψi

i.

(B.3)

Figure B.1: Schematic description of our perturbative algorithm when starting from the vacuum. In the
first column, we show the bare energies of the corresponding states. Each application of the perturbation
Ĥkin allows for creating and annihilating particle-antiparticle pairs, as depicted by the tree structure. At
each iteration, our algorithm expands the Hilbert space to include new terms contributing to the correction.
This allows for efficiently using the resources, ultimately reaching several hundred orders in perturbation
theory.

Eq. (B.3) can only be solved at the order m at which the perturbation lifts the degeneracy.
For instance, when starting from the fully-filled plaquette states |epepi|0i and |epepi|1i,
the two-fold degeneracy is lifted at m = 4. On the other hand, the four-fold degeneracy
between the two-particle states is only partially lifted at m = 2 into two two-fold degenerate systems {|evvpi|0i, |vpevi|1i} and {|epvvi|0i, |vvepi|0i}. The former is fully lifted at
m = 4. The latter remains degenerate for all orders because these states satisfy the same
symmetry as the perturbation Ĥkin .
As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the jump coordinate gc can be estimated using perturbation theory. The jump occurs when the ground state transitions from |f− i to |f+ i (see Sec. 3.1),
(0)
i.e. when the energies of the two states are equal. Given that the bare energies Ei are the
same, this means that for g = gc the sum of the kinetic Ekin and magnetic EB = −h2i/(2g 2 )
energies for the two states are equal. While Ekin is the energy correction given from perturbation theory, one can determine EB using the corrected state |Ψi i = |f± i. Thus, we
(+)
(+)
(−)
(−)
can write EB + Ekin = EB + Ekin , where the superscript (±) indicates the perturbative
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state |f± i used. By solving for g, we arrive at the estimated jump coordinate up to order
n in perturbation theory.
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Appendix C
Ground state of open boundary
plaquette for weak coupling
In this appendix, we derive the ground state of the open boundary plaquette in the weak
coupling regime of g −2  1. The following derivations are valid for the non-perturbative
regime described in Sec. 3.1 [see Fig. 3.2(d)], where Ω  |m| and Ω  g −2 . The Hamiltonian is given in Eqs. (2.2).
For large g −2 , the Hamiltonian is dominated by the magnetic term ĤB , which contains
only gauge field operators. As such, the ground state is required to be a product state
between some matter configuration and ground state of the magnetic term. This is confirmed by the plot of the entanglement entropy in Fig. 3.2(a), which shows that the ground
state is separable between matter and gauge components for large g −2 . Therefore, we set
(b)
the ground state
configuP6 to be a tensor product |Ψi = |ψi|GS i between some matter
(b)
ration |ψi = j=1 cj |mj i and the ground state of the magnetic term |GS i. Here, |mj i
are the allowed matter configurations {|vvvvi, |epvvi, |vpevi, |vvepi, |evvpi, |epepi} for
j = 1, 2, . . . , 6, respectively (see Table C.1). While the magnetic term is dominant, it
does not influence the matter configuration. For simplicity, we set the mass m = 0 (the following procedure can be generalized for non-zero m), leaving the remaining candidates for
determination of the matter state to be ĤE and Ĥkin . We are in the limit Ω  1, g −2  1,
and so the kinetic term is dominant over the electric term. By minimizing hΨ|Ĥkin |Ψi over
the cj , we can estimate the matter component of the ground state at large g −2 .
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j
1
2
3
4
5
6

|mj i
|vvvvi
|epvvi
|vpevi
|vvepi
|evvpi
|epepi

cj (l = 1)
−0.50i
0.49
−0.073
−0.49
0.073
−0.50i

cj (l → ∞)
−i/2
1/2
0
−1/2
0
−i/2

Table C.1: The cj for different truncations obtained from minimizing Eq. (C.1) which correspond to the
matter component of the ground state of the open boundary plaquette Hamiltonian for large g −2 .

The expression for hΨ|Ĥkin |Ψi can be written as

hΨ|Ĥkin |Ψi = iΩ c∗1 c2 + c∗1 c5 + c∗3 c6 + c∗4 c1 + c∗4 c6 + c∗6 c2


(b)
(b)
∗
∗
−
+ c1 c3 + c5 c6 hGS |V̂ |GS i + H.c.,

(C.1)

and the optimal cj are shown in Table C.1 for truncation l = 1 and l → ∞. The residual
probabilities of the states |vpevi and |evvpi in Fig. 3.2(d) are an effect of the l = 1
truncation. Constructing the estimated ground state |Ψi = |ψi|GS(b) i using the optimal
cj , we find that |Ψi has over 99.9% overlap with the ground state obtained via exact
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian in Eqs. (2.2) for large g −2 .
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